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Abstract— Surgical robot research is driven by the desire of
improving surgical outcomes. This paper proposed a Recurrent
Neural Network based controller to address two problems:
1) improving control precision, 2) increasing adaptiveness for
robot motion (explained in Section I). RNN was adopted in
this work mainly because 1) the problem formulation naturally
matches RNN structure, 2) RNN has advantages as an biologi-
cally inspired method. The proposed method was explained in
detail and analysis shows that the proposed method is able to
dynamically regulate outputs to increase the adaptiveness and
the control precision. This paper uses Raven II surgical robot
as an example to show the application of the proposed method,
and the numeral simulation results from the proposed method
and three other controllers show that the proposed method has
improved precision, improved high robustness against noise and
increased movement smoothness, and it keeps the manipulator
links as far away as possible from physical boundaries, which
potentially increases surgical safety and leads to improved
surgical outcomes.

Index Terms— Kinematic Control, Bioinspired Controller,
Surgical Robot, Recurrent Neural Network, Surgical Safety

I. INTRODUCTION

Robotic surgeries became standard of care in many surg-

eries, because of its advantages, such as improved freedom

of movement, amplified 3D endoscopic view, reduced hand

tremor, decreased hospitalization and recovery time, reduced

pain, and minimized scarring[1], [2], [3].

Although the study on surgical robot has made great

progress, the controller study has room for improvement. For

example, the Raven II surgical robot, as one of the most pop-

ular platform for robotic surgery study, still relies on tuning

parameters for PID controllers, in order to achieve desired

control performance[4]. In teleoperated robotic surgeries,

surgeons use their conscious and unconscious intelligence

to adapt to the reduced control precision[5], [6], [7], and in

semi-automatic robotic surgeries, problems such as control

precision and motion smoothness, remain as a bottleneck of

improving system performance[8], [9], [10], [11], [12].

In this work, we aim to improve surgical robot perfor-

mance through: 1, improving control precision, 2, increasing

adaptiveness for robot motion. Robotic systems often desire

low control errors, and this is especially true for surgical

robot[13], [14]. Adaptiveness, in general, refers to making

robots behave like experienced surgeons in various categories
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of surgeries. Research has correlated motion patterns with

surgical skill levels (which is considered an equivalent of

surgical outcomes[15], [16]), and the results show experts

generally move smoothly and tend to move slower in the

neighborhood of critical structures, and the distributions

of basic kinematic features, such as velocity, change with

respect to anatomical regions[16], [17]. These findings mo-

tivate the assumption that increased motion smoothness, the

ability to dynamically adjust velocity pattern, and moving

slower in the neighborhood of critical structures will make

robots behave more like experts and may lead to increased

surgical outcomes.

The manipulator control problem has been thoroughly

studied and a survey on the topic can be found in [18].

Among these controllers, the Recurrent Neural Networks

(RNNs) family algorithms attract our attention, because of

the advantages of RNNs and their success in both the

control field and the surgical robot field[19], [20], [9].

RNN controllers generally modeled the control problem as a

quadratic programming problem with inequality constraints

(explained in Section II-B), and they can address the two

main limitations of the conventional pseudoinverse-based

control algorithms: 1, high computational complexity of

performing pseudo-inversion, 2, local instability. Because

of those advantages, different RNN controllers have been

proposed to address various control problems. For example,

Xia et al. proposed a solution to the tracking problem of

redundant serial manipulators[20]. Zhang et al. creatively

optimize energy under the joint limit constraints for redun-

dant manipulators with RNN controller[19]. These methods

demonstrated improved efficiency, but have restrictions on

initial position setup and suffer from the error accumulation

problem[21]. Li et al. addressed the error accumulation

problem through introducing the error into the optimiza-

tion equation in a novel RNN controller[21]. RNN con-

trollers also have been proposed to address the cooperative

control problem[22], the unknown dynamics problem[23],

multi-manipulator collaboration problem[24] etc. To our best

knowledge, there is no existing solution to address the two

problems identified above for surgical robots.

In this work, we propose a novel RNN controller and

introduced it into the surgical robot community to address

the control precision and the adaptiveness problem. The

proposed method optimizes control output with respect to

tracking errors and dynamically regulates joint angular speed

to improve control precision and adaptiveness. Similar to

other RNN controllers, the proposed RNN controller does

not require training and the network weights are defined by





III. RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK BASED

CONTROLLER FOR SURGICAL ROBOT PERFORMANCE

IMPROVEMENT

A. Controller Design

In this section, we demonstrate the design of the proposed

RNN controller and the application to the Raven II surgical

robot. The objective of the controller design is to ensure the

steady-state solution to the neural network is identical to the

solution to the kinematic model control, and have desired

control precision and motion adaptiveness.

In order to overcome the error accumulation problem, we

introduce the position tracking error e:

e = r− rd (4)

, where r is the end effector position and rd is the target

position, into the optimization objective function (Eqn.1a)

and design the new one as:

min
u
(uT u+ keT e) (5)

, where k > 0 is a weighting factor.

The change on the optimization function has no impact

on the robot kinematic model, so the system model remains

effective:

ṙd = Ju (6)

For adaptiveness improvement, manipulator links need

to dynamically adjust movement speed according to the

relative position between the joint states and the boundary

conditions, meanwhile, they 1) meet boundary conditions, 2)

generate smooth motion pattern, 3) stay as far as possible

from boundaries. These requirements can be achieved by

optimizing the objective function (Eqn. 5) under a projection

saturation function designed as:

PΩ(x) =







d− for x ≤ d−

x for d− < x < d+

d+ for d+ ≤ x

(7)

, with boundary conditions as:
{

d− = max(−c1(θ −θ−),w−)
d+ = min(−c2(θ −θ+),w+)

(8)

, where θ denotes the joint angle, θ+ and θ− are the upper

and the lower bound joint limits (from physical limits and

application requirements); w+ and w− are the upper and the

lower bound of the joint speed, and c1 and c2 are two positive

scaling factors.

The objective function (Eqn. 5) minimizes the tracking

error and the norm of joint speed; term c(θ − θ±) ensures

the joint speed monotonically decrease with respect to the

distance to boundary conditions, which 1) slows down joint

speed in the neighborhood of boundary, 2) guarantee the

boundary condition will not be broke; term w± grant us the

ability to dynamically adjust joint speed and ensure joint

speed meet desired motion pattern.

According to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition[26], the

optimization problem that corresponds to our control objec-

tive (Eqn.5) can be described as:

u = PΩ(−kJT (r− rd)) (9a)

ṙd = Ju (9b)

Therefore, the proposed controller can be mathematically

described as:

ε u̇ =−u+PΩ(−kJT (r− rd)) (10)

Eqn.10 is similar to the dynamics equation of single layer

feed forward RNN [21], thus it is natural to apply RNN to

address the problem.

B. Effectiveness and Stability Analysis

The classical solution (Eqn.2) defined the Lagrange mul-

tiplier as the equality constraint, which can be extended as:

λ = λ0 +
1

ε

∫ t

0
(ṙd − Ju)dt

= λ0 +
1

ε
(rd − rd0)−

1

ε

∫ t

0
Judt

, where λ0 and rd0 are the initial value of λ and the initial

value of desired end effector position, respectively. Recall

that

∫ t

0
Judt = r− r0[21], therefore, from the projected RNN

model (Eqn.3) and the upper equation we know:

ε u̇ = −u+PΩ

(

JT (λ0 +
1

ε
(rd − rd0)−

1

ε

∫ t

0
Judt))

)

= −u+PΩ

(

JT (λ0 +
(rd − r)− (rd0 − r0)

ε

)

(11)

Eqn.11 reveals that in the control law (Eqn.2), for any

given t0, if rd,t0 6= rt0 , then for any t > t0, there is a biased

control error as e0 = rd,t0 − rt0 . In the proposed method

know the biased control error does not exist because of the

introduction of the tracking error (Eqn.4).

A Lyapunov function is defined as V = eT e/2 for the

proposed method, where e is the penalty from tracking error

(defined in Eqn. 4). For any given control target rd , because

it is constant:

ė = ṙ = Ju = JPΩ(−kJT e) (12)

Substituting Eqn.12 into the defined Lyapunov function as:

V̇ = eT ṙ = eT JPΩ(−kJT e) (13)

Because the defined projection function is a saturation func-

tion that contains point (0,0), we have: ||y− x|| ≥ ||PΩ(x)−
x|| for y ∈ Ω[20], therefore we know:

PΩ(x) =

{

V̇ = 0, if and only if JT e = 0

V̇ < 0, otherwise
(14)

While the Jacobian J ∈R
m×n is non singular for the control

problem, we know JT e = 0 if and only if e = 0, therefore,

the proposed method also has the global stability[19], [20].

IV. SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation Setup

Numerical simulation was adopted for verifying the pro-

posed method on the Raven-II surgical robot.

The boundary conditions for the simulation are listed in

Table.II. In the table, row 1 and 2 are joint lower and upper

limits and row 3 and 4 are joint speed lower and upper

limits, respectively. The joint limits are defined by Raven



II mechanical properties, and the speed limits are defined by

surgical procedure. Given joint positions, the Jacobian matrix

of the forward kinematic model can be used to project the

speed limit between the Cartesian space and the Joint space.

In order to show that the proposed method can increase

surgical safety by dynamically changing boundary conditions

with system states, we intentionally chose big constant speed

limits as listed in the table.

TABLE II: Simulation Boundary Conditions.

Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3 Joint 4 Joint 5 Joint 6
(Shoulder) (Elbow) (Insertion) (Rotation) (Wrist) (Finger)

0◦ 45◦ 0.23m −182◦ −70◦ −105◦

90◦ 135◦ 0.56m 182◦ 70◦ 105◦

−50◦/s −70◦/s -0.3m/s −100◦/s −100◦/s −100◦/s

50◦/s 70◦/s -0.2m/s 100◦/s 100◦/s 100◦/s

The proposed method was compared with the algorithms

described in [19], [20] and [21], because these algorithms

are RNN based solutions and also because of the popular-

ity of these algorithms. For easy reference, we refer the

algorithms described in [19], [20] and [21] as controller1,

controller2 and controller3, respectively. In the simulation,

the parameters of the proposed method were empirically

chosen as: k = 100 and c1 = c2 = 0.5. For the other methods,

we followed the references to setup the parameters[19], [20],

[21].

B. Tracking Precision

Two types of comparisons were made (one is to track a

fixed position, another one is to track time-varying trajecto-

ries) in order to verify the tracking precision under different

circumstances.

In the fixed position tracking experiment, because con-

troller1 and controller2 require the initial position of the

manipulator to be aligned with the start tracking position

(Eqn. 11), only controller3 was compared with the proposed

method, and the experimental result was shown in Fig.2.

In Fig.2(a) and (b), the red lines denote the end effector

trajectories, the green lines indicate the initial manipulator

link positions and the blue lines denote the manipulator

poses; in (c) and (d), the red, green and blue solid lines and

the cyan dots, black doted lines and magenta lines denoted

the joint positions of the 1st to the 6th links, respectively;

in (e) and (f), the red lines, the green lines and the blue

lines denotes the tracking error in X, Y and Y direction,

respectively. From the figure we can see the proposed method

and controller3 planned similar but different trajectories for

the robot. The proposed method prefers slow speed for

links, so it tends to drive links simultaneously. The proposed

method also tends to keep all links as far as possible from the

physical boundary. This shows the proposed method achieve

the behavior of staying away from boundaries. The tracking

RMS error was calculated for the last 15 seconds, and it

is 0.00076m for the proposed method and 0.00078m for

controller3.

In the time-varying trajectories tracking experiments, an

acted Raven II teleoperated operation on mouse dissection

(a) Trajectory-Proposed (b) Trajectory-Controller3

(c) Joint Angle-Proposed (d) Joint Angle-Controller3

(e) Tracking Error-Proposed (f) Tracking Error-Controller3

Fig. 2: Fixed Position Tracking Comparison. (a) and (b)

visualized the planned movements; (c) and (d) shows the

joint trajectories (For joint 3, the unit of Y axis is m); (e)

and (f) shows the end effector tracking errors.

Fig. 3: Time Varying Trajectory.

was injected into the simulator (trajectory shown in Fig.3).

For controller1 and controller2, the initial position of the

end effector was at the start point of the trajectory. For

controller3 and the proposed method, their start points were

randomly picked in the workspace to show the advantages.

The tracking precisions comparison was shown in Fig.4. In

the figure, the red lines, the green lines and the blue lines

indicated the tracking error in X, Y and Y direction, respec-

tively. The RMS are 0.030m, 0.026m, 0.019m and 0.016m

for controller1, controller2, controller3 and the proposed one,

respectively.

C. Robustness

The robustness was studied by showing the tracking errors

with respect to different noise levels. Circle tracking was

used because it simulates the suturing and the tying knot

operation and is very common in surgical robots. Noise had

been modeled as additive Gaussian white noise as the system

is assumed to be fully tuned. The exact same circle has been



(a) Tracking Error-Proposed (b) Tracking Error-Controller1

(c) Tracking Error-Controller2 (d) Tracking Error-Controller3

Fig. 4: Time-varying Trajectory Tracking Comparison.

used under noise standard deviation σ = 0.01, σ = 0.05 and

σ = 0.25. The tracking errors are visualized in Fig.5 and the

RMS was compared in Table.III. From the results we can

see the proposed method has good robustness against noise.

TABLE III: RMS Position Tracking Error With Respect to

Various Noise Level.

σ = 0.01 σ = 0.05 σ = 0.25

Proposed 0.007 0.009 0.010
Controller1[19] 0.030 0.106 0.344
Controller2[20] 0.026 0.073 0.284
Controller3 [21] 0.004 0.009 0.012

D. Adaptiveness Study

The proposed method is able to dynamically adjust bound-

ary conditions with respect to joint positions. We force all 6

links to move in the full range of the physical limits(TableII),

and the boundary condition changes were shown in Fig.

6. The proposed method is better on velocity smoothness

because we introduced dynamic bounding conditions, which

was shown in Fig.6.

Fig. 6: Joint Velocity Boundary Dynamic Changes. The

boundary conditions of the proposed method changes with

respect to joint states, which dynamically adjust the manip-

ulator behaviors.

By visualizing the real joint speed changes, we can see

the dynamic boundaries force the links to stay away from

the physical limits and tend to generate smooth speed, as

shown in Fig.7. Clinically, these changes will make the robot

move slower in the neighborhood of critical structures and

behave more gently, which potentially will improve surgical

outcome.

(a) Joint Speed-Proposed (b) Joint Speed-Controller3

Fig. 7: Joint Velocity Comparison. For joint 3, the unit of

Y axis is m/s. The boundary condition of the proposed

method change dynamically, as a result, the proposed method

plans smooth movements, which potentially increase surgical

safety.

V. CONCLUSION

Aiming for improving robotic surgery outcomes, this paper

proposed a RNN controller to improve the tracking precision

and the motion pattern adaptiveness. The effectiveness and

the stability of the proposed method were theoretically

analyzed and numerical simulations were used to compare

the proposed method with three other algorithms to validate

the precision, robustness and adaptiveness. The simulation

results showed the proposed method has high precision,

robustness, and generates smooth motions and repels bound-

aries.

In the simulation, we only modeled noise as additive and

white Gaussian distributed and the speed boundaries are in

the joint space and not really correlated with specific surgical

procedures. It definitely needs to validate the proposed

method with real surgeries and study the surgical outcomes.

Meanwhile, the fact that even experienced surgeons do not

know how to clearly define the relationship between motion

patterns and surgical procedures and they never clearly

calculate arm, wrist hand and finger position and velocity

strongly driving us to explore deeper in biologically inspired

solutions for surgical outcome improvement.
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